
 
 
 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Setpoint Integrated Solutions Named Premier Distribution Partner of Gestra USA for 
the Gulf South Region  

 
Baton Rouge, LA (March 29, 2018) - Setpoint Integrated Solutions (Setpoint I.S.) is very pleased to announce our 
agreement as the new, premier distribution partner of Gestra USA for Texas, Arkansas, western Tennessee, 
Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana, and the Florida panhandle effective immediately.  

 
 “This agreement augments our existing offering for Steam and Condensate Management Solutions throughout 
our entire footprint within the Gulf South, from Texas to the Florida Panhandle up to Tennessee and Arkansas. 
Gestra is a premier brand and we look forward to continued partnership and growth,” said Jeff Kelley, Vice 
President of Sales for Setpoint Integrated Solutions. 

 
About Gestra USA  
Established in 1902 and still manufacturing in Bremen, Germany, Gestra has been physically present in the United 
States since 1976. Gestra is a global leader in the design and production of high quality steam traps, boiler 
controls, check valves, control systems and critical service valves for the efficient use and control of steam and 
process fluids. Gestra products have many practical uses and are applied where energy savings are desired 
wherever steam is generated, distributed or used, liquid & gaseous media flow, and where operational reliability 
and environmental protection play an important role. 
 
About Setpoint Integrated Solutions 
Setpoint Integrated Solutions is the leader in the process control industry with 13 facilities across the Gulf Coast. 
Supporting the Power, Refining, and Chemical Industries with best in class valve repair services, delivering process 
solutions for control, relief, and automated valve requirements, along with industrial equipment including liquid 
level measurement, pressure gauges, PLC’s and more. Setpoint Integrated Solutions, headquartered in Baton 
Rouge, La., is a subsidiary of Pon Holdings B.V. of the Netherlands. Pon is an international trading and service 
organization with a workforce of 14,000 people spread over 450 locations in 32 countries. For more information, 
please visit www.setpointis.com and www.pon.com/en . 
 

 
 
 

CONTACT: 
Wyatt Link, Marketing Specialist 
Setpoint Integrated Solutions 
Phone: (225)-612-1167 
wlink@SetpointIS.com 
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